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Why are we experiencing so much negativity on the planet at this 
time? 
Humans have become disconnected and have forgotten about God. They 
are caught up in materialism and distractions, and give no credence to 
Divine Nature, in fact forgotten about our Divine Nature.  
 
When people are caught up in selfishness, they are always going to be 
suffering when they don’t have the connection with the greater good, with 
the Whole. That is the human condition. Humans have to wake up and 
return to God. Until we do this, we will suffer.  
 
This is the nature of separation, it is because of duality and the separation 
from God. As long as we are in the dual nature where the ego mind has 
chosen to forget who we are and get caught up in the illusion where we are 
chasing after false idols of money, sex and power we will always fail to 
bring us happiness. It will only bring us sickness and death and pain on all 
levels. It’s because Nature cannot support us, we are disconnect from the 
Light of God. This is through our own ignorance of choices.  
 
How is it that we collect negativity?  
Through being disconnected from God, the Source of Self, from breaking 
natural law and God’s will. From being unconscious, from harming others. 
As the saying in the bible, “we reap what we sew.” They are the mistakes 
that we make that cause us pain and suffering.  
 
Lineage karma from family and ancestors, when it’s negative and 
uncleansed, causes tremendous pain and suffering in descendants when 
it’s passed down through generations.  
 
And there’s individual karma when we’ve had lifetimes in darkness where 
we’ve gotten lost in negativity and darkness where we’ve hurt ourselves 
and darkness. These create a difficult set of circumstances that we have to 
work off of in our subsequent lifetimes.  
 
We get caught up in thinking that we can choose to make other’s and 
ourselves suffer by engaging in actions that break karmic and natural laws. 



We break laws that cause us suffering and pain.  
 
Can you give us an example of this? 
Extramarital affairs, infidelities, abortions, acting out sexually, lying, 
cheating, stealing, dishonesty, hurting animals, hurting nature, hurting the 
planet herself, and so much more.  
 
Every one of our actions requires awareness. We need to be aware of our 
thoughts, words and actions because they create negative realities if we 
are out of alignment with God. These negative realities then cause 
illnesses and suffering and pain. 
 
Our thoughts words and actions are the building blocks of how we create 
our lives, so we have to be aware of what we are choosing to create, 
whether it’s negative or positive. So much of karma is coming from our past 
lives and lineage that we cannot even see.  
 
How do we pull ourselves out of the negativity when we cannot seem 
to see that we are in it?  
 
When we have suffered enough, then we become ready to make a change, 
and it’s because we don’t want to suffer any longer. We begin to look for 
new solutions out of our need to no longer suffer. There are things that are 
magnetized to us out of need; often solutions come through surrender and 
prayer; at that time solutions can seem to be automatically show up.   
 
When we push and push we are in a struggle mentality in which our 
negative ego is driving the push. So the surrender comes out of when the 
ego gives up and the soul and the Divine come in to offer solutions.  
 
We get stuck because we feel trapped and/or pulled down by negative 
energy. It’s hard to reach out for help or do our spiritual practices in order to 
get cleansed. We feel mired in a feeling of being stuck.  
 
And most of humanity doesn’t even know that they are stuck. Often the 
negativity becomes the baseline where we are reacting to the suffering that 
keeps us in separation, fear, resentment, and more.  
 
Often people don’t realize they are suffering so they turn to addictions, 
alcohol, drugs, materialism, or whatever medicates the pain. And this pain 



is carried from lifetime to lifetime. Until they awaken and start looking for 
new solutions.  
 
At this point the individual has started an awakening and becomes more 
aware of their surroundings. They look for a change and so they begin to 
know what works and doesn’t work.  
 
How does a person clear the negativity once they’ve become aware? 
 
There are many different levels of negativity. There are toxic levels in the 
body that need to be detoxed, there are toxins on the mind that need to be 
detoxed, there are fear based mechanisms that need to be released, there 
are negative energies that need to be extracted from the aura, which is the 
blueprint of the body on the causal level, and so on.   
 
It's imperative that we work on ourselves, it’s not a luxury it’s a necessity. 
It’s vital that we cleanse the negativity on a daily basis.  
 
There are spiritual practices that can be done that cleanses negativity and 
karma, including Light Transmissions, mantras, forgiveness prayers, , 
breathwork, cleansing ceremonies (fire, water, sweat lodges or inipi, etc), 
releasing the death energy that reverses aging, opening the heart, 
connecting to the Divine, focusing on the Light, doing energy work, 
extractions, releasing and clearing anger, clearing jealousy and other 
insecurities, spiritual work, right action, giving back to the Earth, being 
around a spiritual teacher, and more. Cleansing also includes burning 
incense, palo santo or sage, taking salt baths, herbal cleanses, physical 
exercise, acupuncture, detoxification cleanses, and so much more.  
 
 
It's important to take time each day to cleanse, at least to do the 
fundamentals, like breathwork, mantras and forgiveness prayers, and 
affirmations.  
 
How does a person pull themselves out of negativity, depression or 
despair when they’re stuck? 
 
Positioning yourself to having resources that can help you when you get 
stuck. Having access to a healer or healing modality at this time for support 
in necessary. It is easier to do this now at this time when we have the 



luxury to accessing with global networking.  
 
Having resources at our fingertips is critical for us when we know we are 
stuck but cannot get out of the muck. 
 
How can experiencing the darkness be an opportunity in my 
evolutionary growth? At what point can we see this as a positive 
experience? 
 
It’s through suffering that we wake up and learn our lessons. Suffering 
teaches us where we’ve made mistakes, accrued karma and where we get 
stuck in loops that we repeat the same mistakes over and over. We learn 
from the past. It becomes valuable because we learn. Unless we wake up 
and become aware of thoughts, words and actions, our negativity we will 
continue the patterns and belief systems lifetime over. It’s at this moment 
that we have to be willing to do something about to create a change.  
 
 
This is part of our evolutionary growth is to learn these valuable lessons. 
Through these lessons we become a better person and grow closer to God 
and to Ourselves. When we recognize the negativity we find we have to 
detox our minds, emotions, belief systems, physical. We have to purge out 
emotions like fear, jealously, greed, lust, pride, anger, etc. the more 
connected we are to the Light the more stable we are. The more work we 
do on ourselves, like detoxing these dark energies the more we open our 
hearts to love ourselves.  
 
 
 
You spoke earlier about duality. What does it mean for us to be in a 
Polarization of Dark and Light?  
Polarization is the duality that comes from splitting consciousness. When 
consciousness splits it polarizes into negative and positive poles where 
things become a whole spectrum of colors, from pain, suffering and 
heartbreak to loving, peaceful and joy.  
 
We all have the polarization of dark and Light within because we are a 
replica of consciousness and form. Our evolutionary journey is about 
experiencing this scale of darkness and lightness. It’s up to us to look at if 
we are stuck in a suffering model or a joyful mode.  



 
We can rise up out of negativity. Ultimately the goal is to overcome duality 
and be One in Unity and Consciousness. That we rise above our emotional 
state and our outer world, that we rise above the duality within our internal 
world and our external world, that we rise above the pleasure and pain so 
we don’t hurt ourselves and others. We are here on our paths to learn how 
to overcome the duality into Unity Consciousness.  
 
 
How do we stay in positivity and in the Light when everything around 
us is falling apart? 
 
We learn to develop a relationship with our Higher Self, the Self Within, the 
Light. The Light or Self Within is our deepest most inner self that needs to 
be honored as our first, more foremost relationship in our life. Going into 
consciousness and prayer, and forming a relationship with Divine Self 
always works. It always helps above all else.   
  
Another way to stay in the Light is to increase and deepen our daily 
spiritual practice, to open into the guidance of the Light, clearing the blocks 
and obstacles that limit us, releasing and cleansing the negativity that we 
accumulate throughout the day, and focusing on God. It’s important to give 
ourselves fully to this. Practices for this might include daily gratitude 
offerings, positive affirmations, mantra practice, staying connected with 
Nature, and more. This will help us to remain in a positive attitude and 
mindset so that we may stay in the Light.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


